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The “New Heaven and Earth” is a hotspot of entertainment

Shanghai
Hip

Through alleyways and
		 narrow cobblestones,
Megan Eaves uncovers
			
Shanghai’s new facade
		
and shares her experiences

Meandering alleyways in Xintiandi

Xintiandi
Just north of Shanghai’s oldest
neighborhood lies its newest modern
quarter, Xintiandi. This nightlife and
fashion district, which is nestled inside
a series of restored tenement stone
houses known as shikumen. Xintiandi,
meaning “new heaven and earth”, really
lives up to its name. It is a hotspot for
entertainment, shopping and nightlife.

Unlike some of Shanghai’s other urban
districts, Xintiandi is compact and
navigable. Narrow cobbled laneways
meander among shined-up grey stone
buildings that nod to the city’s ancient
past. Local businesses, which include
international coffee shops, upscale bars
and restaurants and ritzy boutiques,
remind visitors that this is, indeed, the
Shanghai of the future.

It’s entirely possible to spend the whole
day in Xintiandi, though don’t expect
to spend on the cheap – shopping and
dining here gives prices in London and
New York a run for their money (literally).
Ironically, the shikumen in Xindiandi
that were once meeting houses for
Mao Zedong and the founding leaders
of China’s Communist Party have
now become a beacon of capitalist
prosperity, attracting international
visitors with upscale commerce.
I like to start out by casually browsing
the boutiques, many of which mix
traditional Chinese designs with
modern motifs to form a totally cutting
edge, uniquely Shanghai style. The
most famous of these is the venerable
Shanghai Tang, one of China’s first
luxury brands. Shanghai Tang’s clothing
is a modern nod to ancient Chinese
fashion, consisting mostly of tailored silk
patterns and new takes on old Chinese
clothing styles.
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Shopping
Just around the corner in the
South Block, PH 7 is a local
jewelry shop that specializes in
unique bracelets, necklaces and
earrings. The pieces are delicate
silver decorated with traditional
patterns. Chinese fashion
designer Coco Ma is also cashing
in on the avant-garde trends
with Elements, an eco-friendly
ladies clothing shop that carries
women’s wear made from allnatural fabrics.

There is plenty to see and do in Xintiandi, from
walking the numerous shopping arcades to lounging
in a relaxing cafe by the pedestrian-only walkway

As a pedestrian-only walkway, Xintiandi
is one of the few places in Shanghai
that boasts no cars and, subsequently,
a refreshing lack of exhaust fumes. Split
into two, the North Block houses mostly
traditional buildings, while in the South
Block, the shikumen architecture is less
obvious and has made way for a large
shopping center. Though not light on
your wallet, it’s hard to find anyplace
more fashion friendly and chic in
Shanghai. And that’s saying something.
Xintiandi isn’t a difficult place to
grab a bite. It is chock-a-block full
of gourmet restaurants, bistros and
eateries, everything from fancy fusion
to traditional Chinese or straight-up
Western food. Many of the restaurants
offer outdoor seating, especially along
the North Block, where the shikumen
gates and tiled roofs create the
ambiance of years gone by. I t is the
ultimate place to people-watch, with a
constant stream of Western tourists,
rich Chinese, local gawkers and night
crawlers passing through. Everyone
is in a good mood in Xintiandi, simply
enjoying Shanghai’s mix of old and new.
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Food
Munchies offers straight up
American dishes like Cincinnati
chili served by staff wearing tie
dye, while Aniseed serves some of
the best Vietnamese pho in town.
Several restaurants in Xintiandi
are on the front lines of fusion,
such as TMSK, which calls itself
“new wave Shanghaiese cuisine”,
with interesting combinations
of French, Chinese and Italian
cuisines, and new takes on old
dishes. How very Shanghai.
Odds & Ends
If you’re not hungry or don’t feel
like shopping, there are plenty
of other nooks and crannies in
Xintiandi to check out, including
several art galleries, a few good
cafes and the UME International
Cineplex in the South Block. Try
the creamy chai at the Japaneseinspired Afternoon Tea, get a free
haircut from the student stylists
at the Vidal Sassoon salon in the
North Block or discover what life
was like in 1920s Shanghai at
Wulixiang Shikumen Museum on
Taikang Lu.
Getting There
Xintiandi couldn’t be easier to
reach, and I’m sure the American
architect who designed the district
(Benjamin Wood) planned it that
way. Just take the Metro Red Line
1 to South Huangpi Road Station
and walk south for about two
block until Xintiandi’s charming
atmosphere and quaint brick alleys
unfold before you!

Shanghai Tang is one of China’s first luxury brands. It’s
clothing is a modern nod to ancient Chinese fashion,
consisting mostly of tailored silk patterns and new takes on
old Chinese clothing styles

Compared to Xintiandi, Taikang Lu is a little more laid back,
a popular haunt for foreign expats, western-influenced
Shanghai youths and local artists.

Although it is somewhat off the
beaten track, Taikang Lu has
become a haunt for foreign expats,
westward looking Shanghai youth
and local artists. Spending an
afternoon sipping strong coffee in
one of the district’s quaint back
alleys, you’ll probably feel more like
you’re a step away from an Italian
piazza than exploring an ancient
Shanghai laneway.

Taikang Lu
Just south of the Old French
Concession, Taikang Lu (lu means
‘road’ in Chinese) runs east to west in
an average Shanghai neighborhood. An
area not unlike Xintiandi, this district is
home to tiny alleyways where laundry
is still hung out to dry in public and old
men sit playing majiang on the sidewalk
late into the afternoon. Taikang Lu was
originally designated as an art district
in 1998 when a dilapidated candy
factory there was renovated into the
International Artists Factory.

The difference between Taikang Lu and
just about every other old Shanghai
street is that it is now home to dozens
of art galleries, eateries and fancy
boutiques that cater to the city’s
bohemian crowd. The surrounding
alleyways are a strange mix of new
Shanghai upmarket commerce and old
Shanghai residents who, reluctant to
accept the changes occurring around
them, have stayed the course in this
once gritty neighborhood.

Where Xintiandi offers truly
upmarket shopping, Taikang Lu’s
small boutiques and artsy shops
present a range of local clothing
designers, ceramics, furniture and,
of course, art.
Above shopping, eating along
Taikang Lu is perhaps its largest
draw. The laid-back, European feel
of the alleyways that branch off of
the main road make the district a
supremely pleasant place to escape
the bustle of larger Shanghai, as
you are transported to a world of
sidewalk cafes, French brasseries
and artsy coffee shops.
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Shopping
On my first visit to Taikang Lu, I went
straight for its original artistic home,
the International Artists Factory,
a 4-story building that sits off the
main road on Lane 210. NEST is
a pricey retailer on the 2nd floor,
carrying an artistic selection of just
about everything, from one-of-a-kind
handbags to children’s clothing.
Roger & Guy is more of a trinket shop
where you can find scented candles,
ornaments, funky lamps and other
bohemian accoutrements. Several
other shikumen lanes along Taikang
Lu are well worth exploring, but Lane
210 has the largest concentration of
shops. INSH, which stands for “in
Shanghai”, has become a legendary
local brand there.
Food
Lane 210 is home to perhaps the
most famous eatery in all of Taikang
Lu, Kommune. This iconic café,
which has been referred to as the
epicenter of Shanghai’s creative
quarter, is the place to see and be
seen for the city’s arist and hipster
crowd.
But if you’re really hungry, make for
Lane 248, which has the largest
collection of food joints in the
area. This narrow alley contains
a paradisical mix of international
cuisines, bars and outdoor tables.
I stopped into Miss Ginger, a relaxing
café, to rest my weary feet and sip
on strong tea while watching the
world go by at an outdoor table. Its
sister restaurant, Ginger Indochine,
serves excellent Asian fusion cuisine.
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Odds & Ends
Taikang Lu would be complete
without exploring the thing that
started it all: art. And here, you
can pretty much find anything and
everything. I started out at Shirt
Flag, which is situated in Lane 210
and houses an assortment of new
wave Communist paraphernalia. It’s
intense and interesting, and their
Chairman Mao satchels are a bit less
tawdry than those being peddled for
¥10 elsewhere.
Other places worth ducking into are
Tune Long, a photography gallery
that features massive photos of daily
life in China, The Pottery Workshop
for ceramics and mugs, ChinArt
Gallery on Lane 200, which is a
multimedia art space, and the nearby
Music Pavillion.
Getting There
Unlike Xintiandi, Taikang Lu is not so
easy to reach. Your best bet is to take
the Metro Red Line 2 and get off at
South Shaanxi Road South station
and use Exit 4. Walk two blocks east
on Huaihai Road and turn right onto
Ruijin Road, following it south until
you reach Taikang Lu. All told, the
walk should take about 20 minutes.
A quicker option would be to hail a
taxi anywhere in Shanghai and simply
say “Taikang Lu”.
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There is enough art at 50 Moganshan
to keep you busy for an entire day. The
whole place is a maze of workshops,
galleries and studios in a series of
numbered buildings and art centers
along the Suzhou Creek. Some of the
galleries are run by foreign expats, such
as the celebrated ShanghART (Buildings
16 & 18), which is run by Swiss native
Lorenz Helbling. It is one of the oldest
art spaces in the district.
The pioneer gallery at 50 Moganshan is
Eastlink (Building 6), which continues to
play a pivotal role in the development of
Shanghai’s art scene. Eastlink is run by
Australian-Chinese artist Li Liang and,
over the years, has housed some of the
most controversial exhibitions on the
scene.
50 Moganshan
Less than 10 years old, 50 Moganshan
Road, or M50 as it’s often referred
to, is nothing if not modern. An old
warehouse district from the 1930s, the
buildings at 50 Moganshan Rd. once
housed factories that made silk and
calico. Up until 2000, when Shanghai art
legend Xue Song moved his workroom
into one of the restored spaces there,
50 Moganshan was essentially dead.
Now, looking toward its 10-year
anniversary, 50 Moganshan is the hottest
art district in Shanghai, rivalled only by
Beijing’s 798 as the center of Chinese
modern art. More than 130 artists,
filmmakers, architects and graphic
design firms now inundate the area, and
a visit to this Chinese art mecca means
checking out some of the most avantgarde paintings and artistic works going
on in the Middle Kingdom today.

Building 7 houses both the gallery and
studio of elegant photographer Jin
Xuanmin, as well as the main offices
for BizArt, a non-profit foundation that
promotes the work of young artists and
supports new media and experimental
installations. Art Scene Warehouse
in Building 4 has a massive, white
gallery space with an ultra modern feel.
They present all types of events and
exhibitions from both established and
emerging artists and, since 2005, they
have put on the Dragon Air Emerging
Chinese Artist Awards to showcase
rising Chinese talents.
There are far too many galleries to
name in 50 Moganshan. The best way
to discover them all is by exploration.
A useful map in the central courtyard
of the district notes the names and
locations of every gallery and provides
a solid jumping off point for delving into
the area.

Shopping
Shopping is downplayed at 50 Moganshan,
unless you’re intent on buying original
pieces from the artists themselves. There
are, however, a few shops and clothing
stores, mostly owned and run by fresh young
Shanghai fashion designers. Most notable
are the artful designs of Shirtflag and its
sister shop, Hi Panda. Shirtflag takes its
inspiration from Chinese culture and history
in making “revolutionary” designs that feature
some of the more memorable icons from
China’s history, including images of weapons,
revolutionary slogans and Mao himself. Hi
Panda does the same thing with China’s
beloved national animal, the panda bear. Both
shops produce Shanghai street wear with a
focus on youth fashion that embraces jeans,
t-shirts and funky accessories.

Another hidden gem at 50 Moganshan is
Cinemoda, a quaint little shop tucked away
near Aomen Lu. Their brightly colored dresses
and sweet, feminine designs make them a
favorite with Shanghai’s young female set.
Food
A few cafes and teahouses are scattered
around M50, although it is neither the quaint
outdoor café district of Taikang Lu nor the
culinary hotbed of Xintiandi. Really, people
come here for the art. That said, if you are
hankering for a sit down or just need a nice
bite, there are a couple of good options (after
all, the artists have to eat, don’t they?).
Bandu Music Café is a great place to grab a
cup of coffee and explore the world of Chinese
folk music. They have an extensive selection of
CDs by local and national artists, and usually
host live performances on weekend evenings.
Located in M50’s Building 11, during the day
Bandu is a quiet and cozy spot.

Another enjoyable option is the ambient
Traveled Coffee & Tea, located in Building 1.
This chic coffeeshop uses a modern Asian
design element, with interesting basket light
fixtures and photographs by local artists
decorating the dark wooden walls. Pebbled
floors, an interior gazebo and a floor-to-ceiling
glass wall give the whole place a very airy feel.
Getting There
50 Moganshan is not an easy place to reach.
There is no direct subway service to the area,
so you have to rely on buses, taxis or your
feet. Use Line 1 to Shanghai Railway Station
and take Exit 5. Walk out of the station and
down to Tianmu Xi Rd., go right (west), cross
the bridge and go right again onto Xisuzhou
Rd., which intersects with Moganshan Lu. The
whole affair will probably take close to an hour,
so a taxi from Shanghai Railway Station might
be a better idea. Otherwise, buses 76/105 to
Changhua Road or 19/68/112 to Jiangning
Road will get you in the near vicinity.

